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Abstract

Important properties of fiber-reinforced composites, such stiffness, compression strength, and fatigue

resistance, are sensitive to fiber alignment. In this paper, we use structure tensor analysis on CT

images to characterize the fiber orientations in three samples of unidirectional fiber-reinforced com-

posites: pultruded carbon, pre-preg carbon, and non-crimp glass fiber fabric. Our results show that

the fibers in the pultruded sample are more aligned than fibers in the two other samples. Through

local quantitative analysis, we show that misalignment of the individual pre-preg layers contributes

to the overall fiber misalignment in the material. For the non-crimp composite, we show that both

the stitching of the unidirectional bundles and the backing bundles affect the fiber alignment in uni-

directional bundles. Quantifying the misalignment caused by these effects allows manufacturers to

tune production parameters, such as stitching thread tension, to minimize the misalignment of the

fibers. All our notebooks, code, and data are available online.

Keywords: Structure tensor analysis, A. Carbon fibers, A. Glass fibers, C. Statistics, D.

Non-destructive testing

1. Introduction

Fiber reinforced composites are widely used due to their high stiffness and excellent strength-to-

weight ratio. Some of the largest composite structures currently made are wind turbine blades, with

lengths of over 100 meters. For these structures to withstand the enormous forces applied to them

continuously for several decades, understanding the properties of structural composite materials is

critical. This paper investigates the micro-structure of three fiber composites, commonly used in the

load-carrying laminates of wind turbine blades: pultruded profiles, pre-impregnated composites (pre-

preg) and vacuum-infused non-crimp fabric (NCF) composites. We show how the alignment of the
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unidirectional (UD) fibers can be quantified using a simple and fast approach, based on structure

tensor analysis and X-ray computed microtomography (µCT). This alignment is important for the

material stiffness, compression strength, and fatigue resistance – all key material design parameters

for the load-carrying laminates in wind turbine blades.

The quality of the composite materials is of high importance to the manufacturers of large struc-

tures such as wind turbine blades. Both destructive testing (DT) and non-destructive testing (NDT)

methods are widely used by material and blade manufacturers to verify material properties. DT is

typically used for material certification for wind turbine blades. However, determining the compres-

sion strength and fatigue resistance with destructive testing for UD composites often results in in-

valid failure modes (failure in the gripping area) of the test coupons, leading to conservative strength

and resistance values. This makes it difficult to use strength values determined experimentally for

comparing the quality of high-quality UD composites. NDT on blade composites is often done using

X-ray tomography or ultrasonic testing. To image the material microstructures in 3D, µCT is the

preferred method in most cases. It allows material samples to be imaged in 3D at high resolution,

such that individual fibers are visible. As axial stiffness, compression strength and fatigue resistance

are highly sensitive to the fiber alignment, quantification of the fiber microstructures is useful for es-

timating these material properties. One of the more simplified quantification measures, which can

we can calculate, is the fiber orientation efficiency factor proposed by [1].

It is well established that the compression strength of composite materials depends on fiber align-

ment [2, 3], and the link between fiber orientations and the compression strength of composite mate-

rials has been studied extensively, both in 2D and 3D [4]. While the initial work used generic dis-

tributed fiber orientations with a local maximum fiber orientation angle, later work looks into the

effect of realistic fiber orientation distributions on the compression strength [5]. By comparison, our

method estimates the actual orientations in a given composite component.

The three fiber materials examined in this paper are all UD fiber composites, meaning that most

of the fibers are oriented in the same direction. These materials are used in the spar cap (load car-

rying part of the blade). The goal of the UD composites is to maximize the material stiffness, com-

pression, and fatigue strength in the fiber direction (the axial/spanwise direction of the blade). How-

ever, misalignment of the fibers in the materials will reduce the stiffness and strength in the given

direction. Thus, knowledge about how process parameters affect the UD fiber orientations is highly

valuable to the manufacturers and can be used for optimizing the manufacturing process. One way

to get this knowledge is through quantitative analysis of fiber orientations and micro-structure, both

locally and globally, in the materials.
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1.1. Related work

A number of different methods can be used to characterize the orientations of fibers in com-

posites based on µCT images. There are two fundamentally different approaches for characterizing

fiber orientations, which we will refer to as instance-based methods and semantic methods. With

instance-based methods, fibers are segmented individually, after which aggregated information like

fiber diameters and orientations can be calculated. Commercial software, such as Avizo, GeoDict,

and VGStudio Max, can be used for this [6]. However, these generally require very high-resolution

data, are computationally expensive and time-consuming, and struggle to segment densely packed

fibers [6]. Other methods for tracking fibers in 3D include template matching [7] and dictionary-

based methods [8, 9], which have been shown to work well, even for densely packed fibers at lower

resolutions. However, the instance-based methods are slow for large datasets and often designed for

tracking UD fibers only, requiring the tracked fibers to be oriented in approximately the same direc-

tion.

Semantic methods do not detect and track individual fibers, but only distinguish between differ-

ent classes of fibers (e.g., UD and backing fibers) and background (e.g., matrix). A popular semantic

method is structure tensor-based orientation characterization [6, 10, 11, 12, 13], as it is a fast and

reliable approach for determining fiber orientation distributions. It can be used to determine fiber

orientations across large datasets in only a few minutes, using high-performance GPU implementa-

tions [13]. Furthermore, it works well, even for lower resolution data, where the instance methods

are unable to detect and track individual fibers [6].

1.2. Contribution

Our primary contribution is showing that it is possible to visualize and quantify local misalign-

ment in UD fiber materials, which are directly related to specific production parameters, using the

structure tensor analysis and simple intensity-based thresholding. This allows manufacturers of these

materials to improve the quality of their products. Not only can they use our approach to detect de-

fects in the materials, they are also able to adjust process parameters based on local measurements

of misalignment and to compare the quality of different material batches.

Using the structure tensor approach, we estimate the global orientation distributions for one

sample of each of the three UD fiber-reinforced materials. For the pultruded and pre-preg materials,

we further examine the individual cross-sectional slices of the sample to determine the effects of each

of the manufacturing processes on the orientations. In particular, we visualize and quantify the ef-

fect of the pre-preg layers on the fiber orientations and compare the results to those of the pultruded

sample. For the NCF, we segment the different bundles based on their orientation and estimate the

orientation distributions for the different bundle types. Lastly, we show the effects of the stitching
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and backing fibers on the alignment of the UD fibers in the fabric. We show that these effects can

be quantified – information that could be used by manufacturers to adjust the stitching to improve

UD fiber alignment.

We share our complete pipeline, including data and all experimental results online (see Section

4). The results are shared as Jupyter notebooks, making it easy for others to reproduce our results

or test our pipeline on their own data.

2. Materials

In this section, we introduce the three UD fiber composites examined in this paper.

2.1. Pultruded carbon fiber composite

The pultruded carbon fiber reinforced composite was supplied in the form of a rectangular profile

with a cross-section of 105× 1.9 mm2. The characteristic fiber diameter was reported in [14] to be

Df = (7.0± 0.3) µm and the fiber volume fraction was reported in [15] to be Vf = 0.67± 0.01. Note

that the carbon fibers are often not cylindrically shaped [16], and the characteristic fiber diameter

specified above is defined as the diameter of a circle with the same area as the cross-section area of

the carbon fibers, measured using a string vibration method.

The pultruded carbon fiber profile was cut into a 2 mm wide sample before scanning. The cut

sample was scanned with the settings given in Table 1 and the result is shown in Fig. 1a. The 3D

reconstruction was done in the Reconstructor Scout-and-Scan software using the default settings for

the Zeiss Xradia 520 scanner. During the reconstruction, the scan was aligned in the YZ-plane with

respect to the outer surfaces in the Y-direction of the pultrution. For information on the mechanical

performance of the fibers and the composite material, see [14] and [15], respectively.

2.2. Pre-preg carbon fiber composite

The pre-preg carbon fiber composite was manufactured using six pre-preg plies, resulting in a

carbon fiber reinforced epoxy laminate with a thickness of 3.3 mm. The fiber volume fraction, i.e.,

how much of the laminate volume is fibers, was estimated to Vf = 0.61 in [17]. Before scanning, the

carbon fiber laminate was cut into a stick in the fiber-direction with the cross-section area 2.0× 2.0 mm2,

i.e., cut in both the width and thickness direction. The sample was scanned using the settings shown

in Table 1 and the result is shown in Fig. 1b. Settings are identical to those used for the pultruded

profile. Again, 3D reconstruction was done using Reconstructor Scout-and-Scan with default set-

tings, and the reconstruction was aligned in the YZ-plane with respect to the cut surfaces. For more

details on the mechanical performance of the pre-preg, see [17].
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2.3. Non-crimp fabric glass fiber composite

The non-crimp glass fiber-based composite was manufactured using vacuum infusion, based on a 

[biax/UD4/biax] layup of non-crimp glass-fibre fabrics. The resulting composite has a thickness of 

approximately 4.3 mm and was cut into typical tension-tension fatigue test samples with a width in 

the scanned gauge-section of 15 mm. The sample was scanned using the settings shown in Table 1 

and the result, consisting of five stitched scans, is shown in Fig. 1c. The four UD fabrics used in 

the non-crimp laminate consist of 1152 g/m2 (2400 tex) fibers in the 0◦ direction, each stitched to 

a backing consisting of 100 g/m2 ±45◦ and 19 g/m2 90◦ (both 200 tex). The two biax fabrics consist 

of 528 g/m2 fibers at ±45◦, in addition to a backing of 19 g/m2 90◦ and 100 g/m2 randomly oriented 

chopped strand mat (CSM) glass fibers. The CSM fibers are of a slightly different type compared with 

the UD and off-axis fiber bundles, however, this should not affect our analysis in any meaning-ful way. 

The area weight information is summarized in the first row in Table 2. For more details on the material 

system see [18], which includes a tension-tension fatigue damage study performed on this specific 

material system.

We separate the fiber orientations into four different classes based on their angle, θ, from the UD 

orientation. The classes are: C = {0, −45, 45, 90}. We distribute the randomly oriented CSM fibers 

evenly across the four classes. The fibers in class 0 (UD) have an average diameter of 17 µm, while the 

fibers in the other classes have an average diameter of 16 µm. The small amount of the CSM glass fibers 

have an average diameter of 12 µm. The expected fiber class fractions, Vc | c ∈ C (with distributed 

CSM), for each fiber bundle class in the material (also reported in Table 2) are:

V0 = 0.7160 , V−45 = V45 = 0.1294 and V90 = 0.0252 . (1)

The class fractions simply describe the composition of the fibers, i.e., how much of the fiber volume 

belongs to each class. Using these fractions and the expected orientations of the bundles, we calcu-late 

the expected fibre orientation efficiency factor [1] as

ηo =
∑
c∈C

Vc cos4(θc) = 0.7807 . (2)

Our analysis focuses on the UD bundles, visible in the upper left picture in Fig. 2, as these are

most important for the material stiffness in the axial direction. In this picture, we clearly see the

stitching holding the UD bundle onto the backing bundles (shown in the upper right picture). Al-

though the stitching is clearly visible here, the polymeric threads used for stitching are difficult to

see in the CT scans, as their density is similar to that of the matrix material. The two sides of the

biax-fabric are shown in the lower pictures in Fig. 2.
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3. Method

Our analysis of the materials is done through an estimation of the local fiber orientation at ev-

ery fiber voxel position in each scanning volume. Once the fiber orientations have been estimated

for at each voxel position, we can examine the global orientation distribution, as well as local varia-

tions in the fiber orientations. To estimate the local fiber orientations across the volumes, we use the

approach by [13], which uses a combination of intensity-based thresholding, structure tensor decom-

position, and nearest-neighbor classification (for the NCF sample). We use the classification of the

bundles to separate the UD fiber bundles from backing and biax bundles.

3.1. Separating fibers from matrix

The first step of the method is to separate the fibers from the background (i.e., matrix and air).

Since the fibers are denser than the matrix and air, voxels containing fibers have higher intensities

than matrix and air voxels in the reconstructed CT volume. The contrast, and thus our ability to

separate fiber voxels from the background, is highly dependent on the scan resolution, scan time,

and difference in density between the fiber and matrix materials. The density of the carbon fibers

is close to the matrix density, which results in a low contrast between the fibers and matrix in the

pultruded carbon and pre-preg materials. For the NCF, the contrast is higher due to the larger dif-

ference in density between the glass fibers and the matrix material.

To examine the intensity distribution, we can plot a histogram of the intensities of the voxels,

as shown in Fig. 3. The histogram can be used to manually pick a threshold value, which is used to

classify voxels as either fiber or background voxels. However, when the contrast between the ma-

trix and fibers are low, as is the case for our carbon fiber scans (see Fig. 3a), choosing a good value

becomes difficult. Furthermore, the voxel intensities, and thereby the appropriate threshold value,

will vary from scan to scan, depending on scanner settings, samples being scanned, etc. This means

a new value should be chosen for every scan, but at the same time, the value should be chosen in a

consistent manner to reduce variation in the results. In cases where Vf is already known, we could

choose the threshold based on this.

One method for automatically choosing an appropriate threshold value, without accurate prior

knowledge about Vf , is Otsu’s method [19]. The method works by maximizing the intra-class inten-

sity variance and works well if the intensities can be assumed to have a bimodal distribution, prefer-

ably with a valley between the two peaks. However, this is clearly not the case for our scanning data

(see Fig. 3), which contains three different distributions (fiber, matrix and air). Luckily, as the air is

almost exclusively outside the sample, we can easily create a smaller subvolume, strictly inside the

sample, which contains little to no air. This leaves us with only matrix and fiber distributions, which

we can separate using Otsu’s method to obtain a threshold value. We can use this threshold value to
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determine whether a voxel is fiber or background. The accuracy of this naive approach depends on

the data quality, i.e. contrast, noise, and resolution.

3.2. Calculating the structure tensor

The structure tensor method is an effective way of determining orientations of imaged structures

in both 2D (images) and 3D (volumes). In particular, it has been shown to work well for fiber-like

structures in 3D [6, 10, 11, 12, 13]. In this paper, we use the same structure tensor implementation

as [13]. For completeness, a short description of the structure tensor method follows.

In 3D, a structure tensor is a 3-by-3 matrix that captures the local orientation around a point in

space. For each point in the volume, V , we can compute the structure tensor, S, as

S =
∑
∇V (∇V )T , (3)

where ∇V = [Vx Vy Vz]
T

is the gradient of V and the summation/integration is limited to a certain

neighborhood around the point. There are different approaches to calculating gradients and inte-

grating the neighborhood information. Here, we use a Gaussian kernel window for integration and a

Gaussian derivative kernel for computing the gradients, which has several nice properties [20]. This

leads to the formulation

S = Kρ ∗
(
∇Vσ (∇Vσ)T

)
, (4)

where the parameter σ the standard deviation of the Gaussian derivative kernel used for computing

the gradient ∇Vσ and the parameter ρ is the standard derivation of the Gaussian kernel Kρ used for

integration. The parameters σ and ρ are also known as the noise scale and integration scale, respec-

tively. The noise scale σ determines the scale at which the gradient is calculated and is useful for

suppressing high-frequency noise. Higher values of σ will result in smoother gradients by suppressing

features that are small relative to σ. The integration scale ρ should be chosen relative to the size of

the structures that we are calculating the orientations of. It should be large enough to include the

context around a point required to see the structure of interest. For fibers, this means that ρ should

depend on the fiber diameter, given that the resolution is greater than the fiber diameter. When the

voxels are similar in size or larger than the fiber diameter, choosing ρ based on fiber diameter no

longer makes sense, as the individual fibers are not clearly visible in the data. In that case, it is less

clear how to choose ρ. However, as shown by [6], ST-based estimation of orientation distributions is

still viable.

3.3. Estimating local fiber orientations

For fiber-like structures in a CT volume, the orientation of a structure corresponds to the direc-

tion of least change in intensity. This corresponds to minimizing the expression uTSu in each point,
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where u is a unit vector. In other words, the direction of u, for which uTSu gives the smallest value

for each point, is the direction of the least change for that point. The solution can be found analyti-

cally using eigendecomposition of S. Because S is symmetric and positive semi-definite, the eigende-

composition results in three positive eigenvalues and their corresponding mutually orthogonal eigen-

vectors. The predominant orientation (direction of least change) is that of the eigenvector, v, corre-

sponding to the smallest eigenvalue. Thus, for fiber-like structures, v is the local orientation of the

fiber-like structure at a certain point in space. Note that fiber-like structures are characterized by

the smallest eigenvalue being much smaller than the other two eigenvalues. However, we currently

do not use the eigenvalues in our analysis. Also, the eigenvector captures only orientation, not di-

rection. Depending on the implementation of the eigensolver, an eigenvector may be computed as

either v or −v. This has to be taken into account in the subsequent analysis.

Using the eigendecomposition, we can estimate the structure orientations in every single point

where S was calculated. However, we are actually only interested in determining the orientation of

points that are inside fibers. Unlike S, which depends on the neighborhood, the eigendecomposition

is calculated independently for each point. As a result, we can choose not to perform the decompo-

sition for points that are not of interest to us. We only decompose S at points that are classified as

being inside fibers based on our segmentation. This means that v should generally correspond to

local fiber orientations, as v is only calculated at fiber voxel positions. These local orientations can

be used to describe the global fiber orientation distribution and investigate local distributions in the

sample.

3.4. Fiber classification

For the pultruded and pre-preg carbon samples, all fibers are UD, so we assume all fibers be-

long to the same distribution. Meanwhile, the NCF is composed of a number of differently oriented

fiber bundles. To determine which fiber voxels belong to each of the different bundle orientations

(classes), we can use the estimated fiber orientations. This paper uses a naive, yet effective way of

determining which bundle type each fiber voxel belongs to. Classification of image pixels/voxels, as

done here, is known as semantic segmentation. The segmentation is done by having the user spec-

ify the orientation of each fiber class using a class unit vector. Each fiber voxel is then assigned to

the class where the angle between the class vector and the local fiber orientation at the voxel is the

least. This strategy corresponds to using a K-nearest neighbor classifier with K = 1.

3.5. Calculating θ, ηo, in-plane and out-of-plane orientations

Once the local fiber orientations have been estimated, we can calculate a number of different

metrics, which can help us interpret the orientations. Since all three materials studied in this paper
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are UD fiber materials, the first metric is the angle between the expected UD orientation (X-axis)

and the local fiber orientation v = [vx, vy, vz]. We denote this value θ(v) = | arccos(vx)|. As previ-

ously noted, v captures orientation, not direction. Thus, we take the absolute value when calculating

θ. Besides providing information about the alignment of the UD fibers, θ can also be used to calcu-

late the fiber orientation efficiency factor [1]

ηo =

N∑
i=1

ai cos4 θi , (5)

where θi is the angle with respect to the loading direction of the i-th fraction ai. In our case, N is

simply the number estimated angle values and ai = 1/N .

While θ is useful for determining the deviation from the expected fiber orientation, it does not

fully explain the actual orientation of the fibers. Describing and visualizing 3D orientation distri-

butions in not trivial. Thus, projecting the orientations onto a 2D plane can be useful. For fibers

oriented along the X-axis, projections onto the XY- and XZ-planes are useful. After projecting, we

compute the angle between the projection and the X-axis. The angles between the X-axis and the

projections of v onto the XY- and XZ-planes can be calculated as

ΘXY(v) = arctan
vy
vx

and ΘXZ(v) = arctan
vz
vx

, (6)

respectively. Due to the lay-up of the different fiber bundles in the NCF, we want to calculate the

signed out-of-XY-plane angle

sXθXY(v) = sgn(vx) arcsin(vz) , (7)

rather then calculating ΘXZ(v). Here, sgn is the sign function, which is used to flip all vectors with

a negative x-component. We need this to consistently interpret the sign of the z-component, used

to calculate the out-of-plane angle. However, it also means that vector orthogonal to the X-axis

(vx = 0) will be interpreted as having an out-of-plane angle sXθXY(v) = 0◦, even if vz 6= 0. But

since vx = 0 is very unlikely, this has little to no effect on the results. This approach makes sense

for investigating the out-of-plane waviness of all the fiber bundles that are angled ±45◦ or less to the

X-axis. If we wanted to investigate the signed out-of-plane waviness of the 90◦ backing bundles, we

should use sYθXY = sgn(vy) arcsin(vz) instead. Note that both these signed approaches only work

when fibers are relatively straight, which is the case for the three materials investigated here. An

alternative is to calculate the absolute out-of-XY-plane angle

θXY = arcsin |vz| . (8)

Here, we do not have to choose a positive direction, but this also means that we no longer distin-

guish between positive and negative z-components. In other words, without choosing a positive fiber

direction, we cannot distinguish between fibers moving up and down through the XY-plane.
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4. Results

Using the method described in the previous section, we examine the CT scans of the three fiber

materials from Table 1. For each scan, we show a number of histograms of the fiber orientation dis-

tributions describing the degree of misorientation in the fiber samples compared to the expected ori-

entations of the fiber material. For the NCF scan, we also segment the fibers into different classes,

depending on their expected orientations, and show the in-class orientation distribution for the 0◦

UD class. Lastly, we plot local orientations in key areas of the scans, highlighting the misalignment

of fibers due to the manufacturing processes. All results are available in, and can be reproduced by,

the Jupyter notebooks and data published online [21]. For structure tensor calculations we rely on

our structure-tensor package for Python [22].

4.1. Pultruded carbon fiber composite

The pultruded carbon sample in scan HyFiSynCF2-01 B2 has the simplest structure of the three

samples examined in this paper. This is evident in Fig. 4, which shows a single slice of data along

each axis overlaid with colors showing θ. Note that θ angles of 10 or more degrees are all shown

using the same color to enhance the contrast for values between 0 and 10 degrees. From the cross-

section of the fibers (Fig. 4a), the material appears quite homogeneous, although there are clearly

some fibers that are misaligned.

The distribution of θ for the estimated orientations, along with distributions of ΘXY and ΘXZ,

are shown in Fig. 5. We see that the fibers of the pultruded material appear very well aligned over-

all, with a median θ angle of only 1.3◦. The reason the distribution of θ decays close to 0◦ is that

the θ angles are calculated as the distance between two points on a half sphere. As the the area on

the sphere, and thus the bin [0, 1)◦ is much smaller than that for [1, 2)◦, points are less likely to fall

into the [0, 1)◦ bin. In other words, it is very unlikely that two points on the half sphere are very

close to each other.

Some of the estimated misalignment could be explained by misalignment of the sample in the

scanner. This could also explain why the mean values of the projected orientations are not zero,

but rather 0.19◦ and −0.46◦ for the ΘXY and ΘXZ respectively. However, it is also possible that the

fibers are just slightly misoriented overall in the cut out sample. The standard deviation is 1.75◦ for

ΘXY and 1.18◦ for ΘXZ, which corresponds with our observation from Fig. 4 that the fibers are very

well aligned overall. As a result, we get an orientation efficiency factor, defined in Eq. (2), very close

to unity, with a value of ηo = 0.9973. The higher variation in the XY-plane orientations could result

from the large width (Y-axis), compared to thickness (Z-axis) of the pultruded material.
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4.2. Pre-preg carbon fiber composite

The pre-preg carbon material from scan DY06 B2 is structurally slightly more complex than the

pultruded sample. The material is composed of layers of pre-impregnated layers of fibers. We see

the interfaces between some of these layers in both Fig. 6a and 6c, where small pockets of air (dark

spots) are visible and θ is higher in some cases. Compared to the pultruded sample, the pre-preg

appears to have more variation in the fiber orientations (see Fig. 7), with a median θ of 1.9◦ and a

standard deviation of 3.42◦ and 2.75◦ for ΘXY and ΘXZ, respectively. In particular, the larger varia-

tion in the XY-plane, which corresponds to the pre-preg layers, is interesting.

Further investigating ΘXY locally, it is clear that the individual layers of the sample are not ori-

ented the same. Fig. 8a shows a single cross-sectional (YZ) slice from the scan, overlaid with col-

ors representing ΘXY, as well as a plot of the median orientations along the Z-axis. From the col-

ored image, it appears that some layers have been rotated a bit, causing fibers in those layers to be

slightly misoriented in the XY-plane. This is confirmed by the plot, which takes the median of ΘXY

along the horizontal slice axis (Y-axis). The plot clearly shows that the fibers of some layers are ori-

ented ∼2◦ different from others. This pattern is consistent throughout our pre-preg sample, but not

present for the pultruded sample as shown in Fig. 8b.

4.3. Non-crimp fabric glass fiber composite

The non-crimp glass fiber laminate has the most complex structure of the materials examined

in this paper. The primary UD fibers are stitched together in bundles and supported by bundles of

backing fibers as shown in Fig. 2 and 9. The expected (spec.) fiber class fractions are shown in Ta-

ble 2, along our estimated fractions, based on our semantic segmentation of the fibers. The table

shows agreement between the expected class fractions and the estimated ones. The biggest difference

is for the 90◦ bundle class, where the estimated fraction is 20% below expected. This is likely due to

scarcity of the 90◦ bundles, which only represent about 2.5% of the total fiber volume. Based on the

specification, we calculated an ηo value of 0.7807, which is slightly higher than the value of 0.7761

estimated using our method.

For the NCF, we can investigate the distributions per fiber bundle class. Fig. 10 shows the distri-

butions of θ, ΘXY and sXθXY for all fibers, while Fig. 11 shows the distributions for the 0◦ UD class

only. The UD fibers are generally well-aligned, with a median θ of 4.87◦, and a standard deviation

of 5.44◦ for ΘXY and 4.53◦ for sXθXY. The mean of −0.06◦ for both the in- and out-of-plane angles

indicate that the data is aligned correctly with the X-axis.

All three backing bundle classes also appear to be aligned correctly, based on their mean orien-

tations (see [21]). There is a clear correlation between the volume fraction of the class and the in-

class variation of the orientations. This is probably partially related to the integration scale of the
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structure tensor method, which causes some “bleeding” between the bundles. This impacts the less

common classes the most, since they have more surface area compared to their volume.

Although the standard deviation of ΘXY is quite low for the 0◦ class, it is significantly higher

than for the carbon samples. One contributing factor is an in-plane waviness, which appears to be

the result of the stitching of the UD bundles. Fig. 12 shows local ΘXY values for a single slice in-

side the UD bundles and a plot of median ΘXY values along the X-axis. The waviness of the bundles

matches the stitching pattern of the material. The black dashed lines, corresponding to the peak

gradient of the smoothed median, mark the estimated location of the stitching. The mean interval

between these lines along the X-axis is 4.381 mm with a standard deviation of 0.453 mm. This aligns

with the stitching interval of approximately 4.1 mm measurable in the upper left image in Fig. 2.

The pattern is persistent across all four UD layers of the NCF (see [21]). The degree of in-plane

waviness is likely dependant on the tension of the stitching thread.

Another periodic pattern visible in the UD bundles is found in the out-of-XY-plane angles, sXθXY.

The pattern, shown in Fig. 13, appears to be a result of the adjacent ±45◦ backing fiber bundles

exerting pressure on the UD bundles, which creates a slight out-of-plane waviness. By rotating the

slice 45◦ and calculating the median sXθXY values for the slice along both axes, we clearly see the

periodic pattern (see Fig. 13a). We can then find the local extrema using the smoothed median val-

ues along both axes, which are likely located near the edge of the backing bundles. This is confirmed

by drawing the lines on top of a nearby slice, where the backing bundles are visible (Fig. 13b). Along

both axes, the dashed lines align well with the visible 45◦ bundles. The degree of this out-of-plane

waviness will likely depend on the structure of the backing bundles and the pressure on the fabrics

during resin infusion.

5. Discussion

Our investigation of the three composite material systems using structure tensor analysis demon-

strates that we can measure small differences in fiber orientation that are important for material 

characteristics. This has also previously been shown, and it has likewise been shown that the struc-

ture tensor measures orientations that are similar to what can be measured using other methods [6, 23]. 

Furthermore, [6] have shown that structure tensor analysis is relatively insensitive to the voxel 

resolution. They compared the estimated orientations using their structure tensor implemen-tation on 

17 µm glass fibers at different voxel resolutions, including 1.4 µm and 16 µm. Their results show that 

although the higher resolution results have a sharper main orientation, there is no sig-nificant difference 

between the estimated distributions for the different resolutions. Based on their results, we are 

confident in our results from our fiberglass data. For our carbon fiber laminate scans,
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we use a higher resolution (voxel size less than half of the fiber diameter) to make up for the lower 

contrast between fibers and resin compared to the glass fiber laminate.

Our analysis approach, however, takes the quantification further by integrating the measured ori-

entations in the directions of change, such that deviations become very clear. This is the case for the 

pre-preg sample, where we see deviations in the layers that have been laid up, but most pronounced 

in the stitched NCF composite sample. The stitching gives deviations relative to the main UD fiber 

direction that are largest between the stitches, which can be seen from the color overlay in Fig. 12, 

but even more when aggregating these, as illustrated in the plot showing clear periodic patterns. 

This implies that the structure tensor analysis enables quantifying orientation differences that allow 

for optimizing the production of the fiber fabric and composites.

The structure tensor takes two parameters, σ and ρ, that were adjusted according to the size

of the structures that we measured, i.e. the fiber diameters. We did not do an extensive study of 

how these parameters should be set, because we experienced little change in the quantification when 

changing these parameters. Increasing ρ appears to have a smoothing effect on the distribution sim-

ilar to increasing the voxel size (lowering resolution). Another parameter is the intensity threshold, 

but that too did not influence the result very much. This makes the basis for our structure tensor 

analysis easy, and we trust the measures that come out.

An important contribution of our work is the open-source GPU-based implementation of struc-

ture tensor and eigendecomposition [22], which makes computation exceptionally fast and can han-

dle volumes of any size as only a small part of the volume is worked on at a time [13]. This approach 

also allows computations to be distributed and run in parallel. The ability to process a large volume 

in a few minutes that takes hours or days to record on a lab scanner gives interesting perspectives. 

For instance, instead of lab µCT, synchrotron imaging could be used to reduce data acquisition time 

to minutes, allowing large-scale studies.

We find it interesting that our pultruded sample shows better fiber alignment than the pre-preg 

sample, with a lower standard deviation for both ΘXY and ΘXZ. As previously mentioned, the DY06 

sample is 2 mm2 cut from a 3.3 mm thick 6-ply laminate. The cut contains four plies, with the first 

and last being cut in half. As shown in Fig. 8a, the large standard deviation for ΘXY (3.42◦) par-

tially explained by inconsistent alignment of the plies. However, this does not explain the larger de-

viation for ΘXZ. Further examination of the orientation distributions of the two central plies of the 

pre-preg sample (see Fig. 14) show that the standard deviation for ΘXY and ΘXZ, within each of the 

plies, is still larger than that of our pultruded sample (Fig. 5). The difference in the ply orientation 

between ply 2 and 3 is also clearly visible in Fig. 14a and 14b. We should note that the pre-preg and 

pultruded samples are not manufactured using the same type of carbon fiber bundles. It should also 

be noted that ΘXY and ΘXZ are not normally distributed. However, we still think the standard de-
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viation is a convenient metric for describing the variation in the UD fiber distributions.

6. Conclusion

We show that it is possible to estimate and quantify fiber orientations, both globally and locally,

from X-ray CT images using structure tensor-based analysis. In particular, we show that it is pos-

sible to detect and quantify different effects of the manufacturing process and material structure in

three different fiber composites used in wind turbine blades.

For all three materials, we show how to estimate the fiber orientations, calculate the in-plane and

absolute misalignment from the specified UD direction. For the pre-preg sample, we show how mis-

alignment of the plies, which may reduce the overall material quality, can be found and quantified.

We also see that even when excluding the effects of misalignment of the plies, our pultruded sample

still shows better fiber alignment than the pre-preg sample. To determine if pultruded carbon com-

posites are generally more aligned than pre-preg carbon composites, more samples will have to be

examined. Our method is well suited for such a study, as the computations only take a few minutes

on modern GPUs. Thus, collecting and scanning samples are by far the most time-consuming part

of this task.

For the NCF composite, we estimate orientations and separate the bundles into classes, as pre-

viously done in [13]. Our contribution is showing the effects of stitching and backing bundles on the

UD fiber orientations. We quantify these effects locally in the images and show that the periodic

waviness of the UD bundles correlates with the stitching and backing bundles. The quantification

of these effects allows manufacturers to choose production parameters, which minimize the waviness

of the UD fibers, thereby improving important material properties. For instance, the tension of the

stitching thread can be tuned to minimize in-plane waviness of the UD bundles. Of course, we exam-

ine only a few of many potential effects, which are related to production parameters.

All in all, our publicly available code and notebooks, built entirely on open source libraries, allow

both manufacturers of composite structures (e.g., wind turbine blades), manufacturers of compos-

ites, and researchers, to perform quantitative quality control of UD composite materials. While this

paper focuses on UD fiber materials used in blades, most of our approach is applicable to CT images

of many different types of fiber materials.
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(a) Pultruded carbon composite

(HyFiSynCF2-01 B2) (b) Pre-preg carbon composite (DY06 B2)

(c) Non-crimp fabric reinforced composite (Stitch-0-1-2-3-4)

Figure 1: 3D renderings of the three CT scans.
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Figure 2: Images of the UD + backing (upper) and biax + backing (lower) fabric seen from the

two side. The area shown in the pictures correspond approximately with the area visible in scan

Stitch-0-1-2-3-4.

Intensity

Air
Matrix

Fiber

(a) Pultruded carbon fiber

Intensity

Air Matrix

Fiber

(b) Non-crimp glass fiber

Figure 3: Volume intensity distribution for the pultruded carbon scan (a) and non-crimp scan

(b).
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(c) XZ-slice

Figure 4: Slices of the pultruded composite, HyFiSynCF2-01 B2, along each of the three axis.

The intensities of the CT data are shown as grey-scale, overlaid with colors representing the esti-

mated local θ angle. Data is oriented so that the fibers should align with the X-axis and high values

of θ (angle from X-axis) corresponds to more misalignment.
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Figure 5: Estimated orientation distributions of the pultruded carbon sample, HyFiSynCF2-01

B2. (a) is the angle between the estimated local orientation and the X-axis, (b) is the angle of the

orientation projected onto the XY-plane and (c) is the angle of the orientation projected onto the

XZ-plane.
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Figure 6: Slices of the pre-preg composite, DY06 B2, along each of the three axis. The intensities

of the CT data are shown as grey-scale, overlaid with a colors representing the estimated local θ an-

gle. Data is oriented so that the fibers should align with the X-axis and high values of θ (angle from

X-axis) corresponds to more misalignment.
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Figure 7: Estimated orientation distributions of pre-preg carbon sample, DY06 B2. (a) is the an-

gle between the estimated local orientation and the X-axis, (b) is the angle of the orientation pro-

jected onto the XY-plane and (c) is the angle of the orientation projected onto the XZ-plane.
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(b) HyFiSynCF2-01 B2

Figure 8: Estimated local ΘXY for a single slice of the pre-preg carbon sample (a), DY06 B2, and

pultruded sample (b), HyFiSynCF2-01 B2, respectively. The images show a single slice overlaid with

colors representing ΘXY values. The plots show the median of the ΘXY along the horizontal axis (Y-

axis). In (a), we see that the pre-preg layers are rotated slightly, creating a significant variation in

the orientations along the Z-axis. As expected, (b) does not contain this type of variation.
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Figure 9: Slices of NCF composite, Stitch-0-1-2-3-4, along each of the three axis. The inten-

sities of the CT data are shown as grey-scale, overlaid with a colors representing the estimated local

θ angle (top) and semantic class (bottom). Data is oriented so that the UD fibers should align with

the X-axis and high values of θ (angle from X-axis) corresponds to more misalignment.
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Figure 10: Estimated orientation distributions of non-crimp sample, Stitch-0-1-2-3-4. (a) is

the angle between the estimated local orientation and the X-axis, (b) is the angle of the orientation

projected onto the XY-plane and (c) is the signed out-of-XY-plane angle.
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Figure 11: Estimated orientation distributions of non-crimp sample, Stitch-0-1-2-3-4, for the

0◦ (UD) class (red in Fig. 9). (a) is the angle between the estimated local orientation and the X-

axis, (b) is the angle of the orientation projected onto the XY-plane and (c) is the signed out-of-XY-

plane angle.
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Figure 12: Single XY-slice inside one of the four UD layers overlaid with estimated local ΘXY

values, and a plot of the median ΘXY value along the vertical axis. We see a clear periodic pattern

in the ΘXY values along the X-axis. Using the gradient smoothed median value, local extrema have

been found and marked with dashed black lines. These are the estimated positions of the stitches.
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Figure 13: Out of plane waviness in UD bundles due to ±45◦ backing bundles. (a) shows a sin-

gle slice inside one of the four UD bundle layers rotated 45◦. The slice is overlaid with colors rep-

resenting the estimated local sXθXY values. The plots left and below the slice show the median of

sXθXY along the vertical and horizontal axes, respectively. The blue and red lines are the local ex-

trema on the smoothed median. (b) shows the extrema from (a) on top of a nearby slice (0.34 mm

further along the Z-axis), where we see the ±45◦ backing bundles. We see that the local extrema

align well with the edges of the bundles. The coloring is based on the estimated local fiber angle to

the X-axis, (θ).
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Figure 14: Estimated in-plane angle distributions for the pre-preg carbon sample, DY06 B2, sec-

ond and third ply from the top, respectively.
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Material case Pultrusion Pre-preg Non-crimp fabric

Sample ID HyFiSynCF2-01 DY06 Stitch-0-1-2-3-4

Reference [14, 15] [17] [18]

Material

Fibers Carbon Carbon Glass

Fiber diameter [µm] 7.0±0.3 7.4±0.3 17±1

Matrix Vinyl ester Epoxy Epoxy

Fiber volume fraction 0.67 0.61 0.57

Sample size (y;z) [mm] (2.0; 1.9) (2.0; 2.0) (15; 4.3)

Scanning

Voxel size [µm] 2.87 2.87 16.16

FoV: (x; y; z) [mm] (2.84; 2.91; 2.88) (2.84; 2.91; 2.88) (45.0; 15.4; 4.82)

No. of slices (x; y; z) (992; 1013; 1003) (992; 1013; 1003) (2787; 950; 298)

No. of single stitches 1 1 5

Accelerating Voltage [kV] 30 30 50

Power [W] 2 2 4

Filter Air Air LE3

Optical magnification 4x 4x 0.4x

Detector to sample distance [mm] 10.5 10.5 100

Source to sample distance [mm] 7.79 7.79 31

Exposure time [s] 3 3 6

No. of projections 4501 4501 5501

Rotation 360 360 360

Binning 2 2 2

Total scanning time [h] 6 6 69

File type txm txm nii

File-size [GB] 1.99 1.99 1.54

Analysis

Analyzed FoV (x; y; z) [mm] (2.45; 1.89; 1.83) (2.45; 1.73; 1.67) (38.6; 12.8; 4.57)

No. of analyzed slices (x; y; z) (853; 658; 637) (853; 603; 582) (2387; 790; 283)

Threshold value (Otsu) 25181 14463 40956

Vf (Otsu) 0.653 0.547 0.893

σ 1.275 1.275 0.525

ρ 2.55 2.55 1.05

Table 1: Material properties, scan parameters and analysis parameters for the pultruded, pre-

preg and NCF samples, respectively. 27



[bBiax/bUD/bUD/UDb/UDb/Biaxb] 0◦ −45◦ 45◦ 90◦ CSM

Area weight [g/m2] 4×1152 4×50+2×296 4×50+2×296 6×19 2×100

Vc (spec.) 0.7083 0.1217 0.1217 0.0175 0.0307

Vc (spec. CSM dist.) 0.7160 0.1294 0.1294 0.0252

Vc (our method) 0.7304 0.1273 0.1222 0.0200

Difference [%] 2.01 1.62 5.56 20.63

Table 2: Composition of the non-crimp fiber sample. The fraction calculated from the material

specification is compared to the fraction estimated using structure tensor-based semantic segmenta-

tion.
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